
Dark Roses: 13 Horrific True Stories That Will
Haunt Your Dreams Forever
Prepare to enter a world shrouded in darkness, where unspeakable horrors lurk
in the shadows. Dark Roses presents 13 chilling and bone-chilling true stories
that will leave you sleepless and filled with terror. Brace yourself for a spine-
tingling journey through the macabre as we explore these horrifying tales.
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1. The Haunting of Hawthorne Manor

In the depths of the night, when the moon hangs low and the wind whispers
unsettling secrets, Hawthorne Manor comes alive with the spirits of its tormented
past. Step into the shoes of Sarah, a young woman who moves into the mansion,
only to find herself trapped in a never-ending nightmare. Will she uncover the
horrifying truth behind the hauntings or become another victim of the malevolent
force that resides within?
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2. The Cursed Doll: A Tale of Terror

A seemingly innocent childhood toy reveals its hidden wickedness, terrorizing
anyone who dares possess it. Follow the story of Emma, a little girl who obtains
an antique doll, only to discover its sinister and vengeful nature. Prepare to be
both mesmerized and paralyzed by this harrowing tale that will make you
question the innocence of your own childhood playthings.

3. The Sacrifice at Shadow Lake
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Legend speaks of a dark ritual that took place at Shadow Lake centuries ago,
where an entire village offered up a blood sacrifice to appease a malevolent deity.
Join Samantha, an adventurous archaeologist, as she uncovers the truth behind
the ancient curse. Will she be able to break the cycle of death and destruction, or
will she too become a vessel for the wrath of the gods?

4. The Phantom Artist: Brushstrokes of Death

In the quaint town of Ravenwood, an enigmatic artist emerges, captivating the
locals with his mesmerizing paintings. Yet, with each stroke of his brush, the line
between art and reality blurs, as the subjects in his masterpieces suffer
unimaginable fates. Follow the mysterious trail of the Phantom Artist, but beware,
for his canvases have the power to imprison you within their chilling depths.

5. The Manor of Eternal Darkness

Deep within the forest stands The Manor of Eternal Darkness, a place where time
has lost its way and the spirits of the damned linger for eternity. Venture into this
forsaken abode as Amelia, a paranormal investigator, searches for answers to a
dark family secret. Will she survive the relentless onslaught of supernatural
entities that dwell within the manor's bleak corridors?

6. The Dollmaker's Obsession

A reclusive dollmaker harbors a sinister obsession, breathing life into his
meticulous creations through dark and forbidden rituals. As you delve into this
twisted tale, witness the horrifying consequences of crossing paths with the
Dollmaker's cursed dolls. Each porcelain figure holds a secret that will send
shivers down your spine and question the very essence of your existence.

7. The Tortured Souls of Ravenhurst Asylum



Ravenhurst Asylum, once a place of healing, has morphed into a chamber of
torment where tortured souls roam the decaying halls. Emma, a young nurse,
embarks on a mission to save her sister's troubled soul from the clutches of the
asylum's malevolent spirits. Will she be able to navigate the treacherous maze of
madness or succumb to the same fate as those unfortunate souls who came
before her?

8. The Blood Moon Ritual

Under the pale glow of the Blood Moon, a cult of devil worshipers gathers to
perform a ritual so heinous, it can disturb the very fabric of existence. Dive into
the depths of this tale as John, an investigative journalist, attempts to expose the
cult's dark practices. But tread cautiously, for the lines between good and evil
become blurred as the forces of darkness threaten to consume his very soul.

9. The Whispering Forest

Legends claim that within the Whispering Forest, an ancient evil slumbers,
waiting for a soul daring enough to disturb its eternal rest. Join Lucy, a young
archeology student, as she uncovers the truth about the forest's malevolent
inhabitants. Will she be able to break the curse, or will she too be doomed to an
eternity of torment in the undergrowth?

10. The Black Widow's Web

A seductive siren weaves her web of deception, luring unsuspecting victims into
her macabre chamber of horrors. Follow the harrowing journey of Mark, a
detective, as he pursues the elusive Black Widow. Beware of her captivating
allure, for one mere touch is enough to seal your fate within her venomous lair.

11. The Mirror's Reflection



In the silent darkness of the night, a mysterious mirror draws its victims into an
alternate reality, where their deepest fears come to life. Witness the chilling
transformation of Sarah, an ordinary woman, as she becomes entangled in the
mirror's twisted reflections. Can she escape its clutches before she loses herself
forever?

12. The Sinister Shapeshifter

Hidden amongst the shadows, the Sinister Shapeshifter preys on the
unsuspecting, assuming their identities and leaving a trail of destruction in its
wake. Follow Detective Johnson as he unravels the mystery behind this
enigmatic being, working against time to uncover the truth before his own identity
becomes the ultimate sacrifice.

13. The Forbidden Tome

Within the dusty corridors of an ancient library lies a forbidden tome, its pages
containing knowledge mankind was never meant to possess. Journey alongside
Rebecca, a curious scholar, as she uncovers the dark secrets held within its
leather-bound covers. But be warned, for the price of knowledge may be more
than one's sanity can bear.

Your deepest fears will come alive in Dark Roses: 13 Horrific True Stories. Brace
yourself for a journey into the unknown as you confront the darkest corners of the
human psyche. Can you survive the twisted tales that lie within these pages?
Prepare to have your nightmares invaded by the haunting stories of Dark Roses.
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Thirteen new insomnia inducing murder stories from True Crime master Michael
Benson, including: Monster of the Low Country, Born to Raise Hell, The
Hollywood Ripper, The Murder of Craig Rideout, Call Me Daddy, Savage
Waitress, King Creep, A Dark Stretch of Road, Family of Terror, The Tell-Tale
Knot, Vengeance is Mine, Breckenridge, and A Few Thoughts on the Black
Dahlia. Dozens of photos! An excerpt from the book’s final story: "It is the most
famous American murder case not involving a celebrity—a crime so horrible that
it changed the tone of an entire city. Before, throughout Los Angeles, women
routinely walked home alone. After, they required escorts—and all because of the
mind-bogglingly bizarre ordeal of Elizabeth Short, the Black Dahlia, a celebrity
only in death. The twenty-two-year-old raven-haired beauty, a show-biz wannabe,
was found on the morning of January 15, 1947. She was naked, severed into two
pieces below the ribcage, and arranged on the ground like a piece of surreal art,
arms above her head, legs spread, her upper body parallel but to the side of her
lower body, a Sardonicus smile carved into her face with a knife, and portions of a
breast and a thigh cut out. The missing piece of thigh flesh was found inserted in
her rectum. The skin attached to that piece contained a rose tattoo.She’s been
tortured for days, tortured till dead, drained of blood and dumped, no presented,
at the edge of a vacant lot, left foot only inches from the sidewalk, hair freshly
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washed, in the Leimert Park section of L.A. The cause of death was drowning.
She’d drowned on her own blood."
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